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Date/Time (CST) U.S. Economic Data Consensus First Trust Actual Previous 

4-22 / 7:30 am Initial Claims – Apr 17 625K 670K  576K 

9:00 am Existing Home Sales – Mar 6.150 Mil 6.040 Mil  6.220 Mil 

4-23 / 9:00 am New Home Sales - Mar 0.886 Mil 0.884 Mil  0.775 Mil 

 

The S&P 500 fell almost 50% between mid-February 

and mid-March 2020, during the initial stages of the 

pandemic.  It bottomed at roughly 2,224 during the 

nationwide strategy of shutting down for “15 days to slow the 

spread.”  Because this was not a normal recession, and the 

market went into the shutdown undervalued, we believed 

stock prices would recover as business returned to more 

normal levels. 

By Thanksgiving 2020, even though the US economy 

was still producing less that it had pre-pandemic, the stock 

market had fully recovered and gone to new highs.  On 

November 27, 2020, with the S&P 500 at 3,638, we set a year-

end target for 2021 at 4,200, which was 15.4% higher.  As of 

the close of trading on Friday, the S&P 500 was at 4,185, only 

0.4% below our year-end target, with more than eight months 

to go before year end. 

Looking back, there are a number of things that pushed 

the market to this point.  Technology and communication 

helped the world adjust to shutdowns, big box stores stayed 

open, the government disbursed trillions of borrowed dollars, 

a vaccine was invented in less than a year, the money supply 

exploded, and the Fed cut short-term interest rates to roughly 

zero and committed to keeping them there.  Because of all 

this, profits have soared. 

With real GDP growth of 6%+ this year and S&P 500 

earnings expected to grow by 27%, or more, we think stocks 

will easily bust through our original target by year end and so 

we are raising our year-end target to 4,500, which is 7.5% 

higher than the Friday close.  The Dow Jones Industrial 

average, which we originally projected would hit 35,000 by 

year end, should hit 36,750, instead. 

Some investors and analysts are skittish about further 

gains in equities.   The price-to earnings (P/E) ratio on the 

S&P 500 is 32.6 (based on trailing earnings) – high by 

historical standards.  And the total market capitalization of the 

S&P 500 has reached about 175% of GDP. 

But technology companies have expanded more rapidly 

than they would have because of the pandemic.  These stocks 

have had an outsized impact on stock indices and many have 

very high P/E ratios.  We can divide the S&P 500 into the S&P 

10 and the S&P 490.  Valuations of each part have diverged. 

Also, persistently low interest rates make higher P/E 

ratios more sustainable as future profit growth is worth more 

with a lower discount rate. 

Meanwhile, looking at market cap relative to GDP has 

its own problems, in addition to not adjusting for lower 

interest rates.   First, it’s a stock versus a flow – a net worth 

versus an income.  Second, GDP was artificially low last year 

due to COVID.  Third, corporate profits are already high 

relative to GDP and set to move even higher in the year ahead.             

As always, we rely on our Capitalized Profits Model.  

The model takes the government’s measure of economy-wide 

profits from the GDP reports, discounted by the 10-year US 

Treasury note yield, to calculate fair value.  If we use a 10-

year Treasury yield of 1.6% to discount profits, then our 

model suggests the S&P 500 is substantially undervalued.  

But this is because the Federal Reserve is holding the entire 

interest rate structure at artificially low levels.  Using these 

rates distorts valuations. 

Using fourth quarter profits, it would take a 10-year yield 

of about 2.4% for our model to show that the stock market is 

currently trading at fair value. And that assumes no further 

growth in profits.  

With the Fed committed to holding rates down, it would 

take an upside surprise to already very strong growth forecasts 

to push the 10-year Treasury yield above 2.4% anytime soon.  

And if it does happen, it would likely be accompanied by even 

faster profit growth that lifts our model’s estimate of fair 

value.  That’s why we are comfortable with a year-end target 

of 4,500 for the S&P 500. 

While the market won’t move in a straight line, and a 

correction is always possible, as the economy opens up, those 

sectors of the market that fell behind in the past year (because 

of shutdowns and limited global trade) will be a source of 

strength.  The Fed remains highly accommodative, there are 

trillions of dollars of cash on the sidelines, vaccines have 

reached over 50% of Americans, and the economy is 

expanding rapidly.  Some valuations have been stretched, but 

the market as whole remains undervalued.  As a result, we 

remain bullish and are lifting our targets.   
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